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INTERNATIONAL COMMISSION FOR THE NORTHWEST ATLANTIC FISHERIES 

N:IJUAL M!::ETING - JUNE 195'+ 

CONVERSION FACTORS 

Compiled from reports received for the Annual Meeting 1954 

France, Norway, Portugal, and Spain have reported on 
conversion factor experiments carried out on board fishing 
vessels operating in the Convention Area in 1953 (see Annual 
Meeting, 1954, docs. no. 17, 11, 3, 6, and 7). 

The experiments deal with the cod; for one country, Spain, 
also with haddock, pollock, and white hake. This survey ueal. 
only with the cod. It is not a summary of the reports, but 
rather a compilation of those parts of the reports which 
expecially call for a comparison, and at the same time give the 
material necessary for a comparison. 

The Portuguese material - by far the largest - is reported 
on by samples (docs. 3 and 6), it comprises ~7 samples or 1~99 
specimens. The Spanish material (doc. 7), comprising 69 
specimens, is re:)orted by individuals. The French (doc. 17) 
and the Norwegian (doc. 11), respectively ~16 and 92 speCimens, 
is reported on as samples. As the varying way in which the 
experiments were carried out involved differences in the way in 
which the conditions of the cod (size, maturity, etc.) are 
described, a compilation and comparison have not always been 
possible to the extent which would have been desirable. 

The following conversion factors for cod from landed to 
fresh, round weight were f.ound for subareas and by countries,l) 
The figures in brackets give the weights in kg. as fresh round 
used for the experiments: 

Subarea 1 (West Greenland) 2(Labrador) 3 (Newfoundland) 

France 2.~6 (1000) 2..67 (>100)1) 
Norway 3,12 ( 369) 

2) 3.01 (1~3~) Portugal ",.6", (1700) 2..92. (1900) 
Spain 3.53 ( 309) 

The conversion factors found in these samples range from 
",.~6 to 3.53. The variation is large, so large that we for a 
landed weight of, say, 1000 tons, by using the lowest factor would 
get a fresh, round weight of ~,~60 tons, by using the highest, 
3,530 tons or 43~ more. Even within one and the same subarea 
the range is considerable, for Wes~r~land waters from ~.46 to 
3.12, for the Newfoundland Banks from 2.67 to 3.53. 

factors is so wide that~1t 
one single conversion . 

The variation of these conversion 
would hardly be advisable to decide on 
factor to be used throughout the whole 
for all fishing fleets concernedo 

of the Convention Area .and I-

.' 

1) The figure by france ror Newfoundland is from 1952. 

2) This figure is very close to the one (",.60) found for Subarea 
1 by Den'llark in 1952 (Ann. Meet. 1953 doc. 16)" 
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In the statistics for 195.! published by ICNAF (Stati<tical 
Bu,letin vol. ~) the following conversion factors were used for 
the countries bere concernedo For co~~arison are given also the 
conversion factors found by the above 'lentioned experiments: 

Sta ti stical Experiments 
Bulletin 

2'rance ~.50 ".46 - ".67 mean ",57 
Norway 2.41 3·12 
Portugal ~.50 ".62 - 2.9~, 3·01 mean 2.85 
Spain ".50 3053 

Hegarding France there 1s h·l.rdly any dif .i'erence between 
the factors now used and those found by the experlments~ For 
Portugal, Norway, and especially for Spain there Is, however, a 
considerable difference. The difference 1s so large that we 
f.i. for Spain by using the new conversion factor (3.53) would 
get a catch of fresh, round cod from the Convention Area for the 
year of 1952 of 96,000 tons against only 68,000 tons as stated in 
the Statistical Bulletin based on the old f1gure (2.50). 

The question with which the Commission must be immediately 
concerned is: Shall we in the" next Statistical Bulletin use the 
convetsion factors found by these experiments or shall we conti
nue to use those already adopted under the agreement that 
further experiments be carried out and considered before more 
final conversion factors are established. 

To answer this question and to plan further experiments it 
should be worth while to make a comparison of the experiments 
from last year especially to try to find out the reasons for 
the considerabievariations of the conversion factors found. 

Variations in conversion factors 

The variations are due to two series of sources, a) 
variations in the weight of the discarded parts compared to the 
weight of what is left, and b) the loss in weight due to the 
dehydration of the ~U t cod trom salting and pressure in the 
hold. The first series of variations, a, can be caused partly 
by the conditions of the cod themselves (size, stage of maturity, 
etc.) and partly by variations in the mode of dressing. The 
second series, b, can be caused by the different length of the 
period between salting and landing, by the differing location of 
the fish in the piles in the hold, and by the quality and quantity 
of the salt usedo This latter series of variations can, however, 
be affected by the condition of the split cod (varying size and 
firmness of the flesh). 

In most of the experiments the cod have been He1ghed when 
ready {or salting as well as when landedo The1'ei'ore it is 
pJssible to investigate how far the two series of sources 
influence the conversion factora 

In the following the conversion factor to be used from 
landed to fresh, round is indicated as nconva 10", and that from 
ready :"'or salting to fresh, round' as IIcOnvo 5."0 "Convo I_S.lI 
lea!lS the figure by which landed weight shall be multiplied to 
£S t \H.:iG:ht of cod. TBady for sal tioga 
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The experiments dealt wi th here yiel.,:t.::d the following re..:iults: 

conv"s" convolo conv~lo-s~ 

France Subarea 1..66 ~,46 1.48 
" " 3 1.67 ~.67 1.60 

Norway " 1 1. 731 ) 3·12 1.47 
Portugal " 1 1.67 ".6~ 1.56 

" " ~ 1.80 3.01 L67 
" " 3 1.72 ~,9" 1.68 

Spain " 3 1.8" 3.53 1.85 

mean 1. 7" ~.9° 1.61 

Var.1. 66-1. 82 Var.".46-3.53 Var.L47-L85 
=0.16 or 

"" 
=1. 07 or 37:11 =0.38 or 24% 

of mean of mean of mean 

The variation in the values of convol" 1s thus four times 
as big as that found for the values of conv~s<>, and the variation 
of convole-s" is nearly three times as large as that of conv~so 
Thus the material at hand clearly shows that the variations 1n 
the values found are caused ~ainly during the keeping of the 
salted cod in the hold of the vessels, and to a far lesser degree 
by the varying amount of wastage during the dressing after 
capture. The attached figure 1 shows the range of the 
variations of the three kinds of conversion factors" In figure 
2. are shown in graphic form the figures for conv.,l. and 'convos o 

for the sa~ples from the Portuguese experiments in Subareas 1, 
~, and 30 The figure shows clearly the far less :range of 
variation 1n conv~s~ compared to that of convolo~) This 
difference in variations is also noted 1n the portuguese reporto 
The figure further illustrates the very big difference as to 
the conversion factor that can occur within the same fishing 
fleet, and the same population of cod, and for the same year and 
season. This big difference shows the danger involved in 
trying to determine the conversion factor on a small number of 
experlmentso 

Influence of individual size aug stage of maturity. 

rhe factors influencing the variations in conversion factor 
and caused by the conditions of the cod themselves would in the 
first place be size and stage of maturity. 

In the Portuguese report (doc. 3) it is stated that the 
conversion factor does not vary with individual size of the code 
A plotting of the conversion factors found in the various Portuguese 
samples (see figure 3) verifies that no pronounced variation occurs. 

1) The weight given in the Norwegian experiment 10 not that as 
ready for salting but that of "gutted and headle.s". To get 
the figure for ready for salting i. added 5,' of the total weight, 
l.e. the wpight of the first 1/3 of backbone a. it i. indicated 
in the Portuguese report (doe. no. 3) 

d '£ho figures for conv,.s" found by Canadian experiments corre
spond closely with tile above ~Qnt:. ')ned found 1'0r the European 
fj,shing fleet., .;t,. Lawrenc. Bay ,Subsrea >t) \.67 (H. FOljgsTe) 

NovJ'oundland (Dubarea 3) 1,63 (MacPherson) 
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However, the material from Newfoundland shows a somewhat lower factor for samples of cod '.lth a mean s1ze of 3-1/d - 5 kg.;l ind, than for samples with mean weights below 3,11 ~ kg ,II 1nd" and again a sUght increase for the very big fishes, 10·-ld kg,/l indo The experiments from Labrador and 'tlest-Greenlana do not show any difference. The following table shows the conversion factor found 1n the Portuguese samples grouped according to individual weight; nan of samples in brackets: 

kg.ll indo 
West-Green1anl 
Labrador 
Newfoundland 

3-7 
2.63 (l~) 
2.97 (6) 
2.89 (12) 

above 7 
2.72 (3) 

2.94 (4) 
In the Spanish report (doc.7) dealing land the weighings are given individually. following conversion factors for the three 

with cod from Newfound~ 
The report gives the 

cullings: 

Small -
Medium -
Large -

Thess'figures show, contrary to the Portuguese ones, a clear, gradual inc.rease of the conversion factor with individual size. When the Spanish material is arranged according to length (see fig. 3 d.) two distinct size-groups appear, one with a peak around 45 cm., another with its peak around 80-90 cm., and besides a very few large ones, 1~O-130 cmo Calculated for these three size-groups the conversion factors are: 

ca. 45 C'll. -
" 80-90 cm. -
" 1,,0-130 cm. -

3.~0 02 ind.) 
3.62 (,4 ind.) 
3197 <. 3 ind.) 

-The Norwegian experiment comprises six samples wi th only a s~aller variation 1n mean weight. 

no. o! cod kg ./1nd. (fresh, round) Conversion factor. 15 3.470 3·10 16 3. 490 3·09 
t~ 3.520 3·11 3.780 3·08 17 4.590 3·16 17 4.650 3.12 

There 1s here only a very small rise of the conversion factor from the smaller to the larger codo 

The way 1n which the French experiments are reported do not make a comparison by size possibleo 

What explanation can be found for the differing resul ts of the Spanish and Portuguesd experiments? The nature of the material of cod used in the two sets of experiments differs conslderableo The Portuguese material was fished 1n summer and autt:r~m, Hhen the cod were recovering or had recovered from sla.'.'~jing~ the Spanish, however, in March, just before or durlng ntl::' 5p .. 1nlng season¢ .\s the Spanish report says ''In the specl'1en~ Ul the lrL' bRI' :::Ii ze the sexual glands were 1n a state far 'cl':,L'1{'cd ne':-J.r ~(" the sp ..... lV'nlngo On the contrary the younger j ·~,2ivl! • .L-lJ.s 'J. the ,:;,:w,l.ler sizes had sexual glands that were not yet .cl~11y devel~peliil 0 Thus, <.:ontrary to the !'ortuguese material, 
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the ccd used 1 r( the Spanish experillents, t'ld especially the 
larger ones, had fully ripe sexual glcndsfj 

ThB followine survey gives t.he conversion factors for these 
two experiments calcul~ted for the sa:-:1B ar(~a and size groups: 

Grand Bank 

(below 3 
k:~./ind. ( 3-7 

(above 7 

Portugal, summer Spain, spring 

For the smallest size group there is hardly any difference, 
only 0.07, in conversion factor, whereas for the two larger 
groups~ 3-7 and over 7 kg., the difference is conSiderable, 0.47 
and O.lll. 

Thus the disagreement of the two sets of experiments 
vanishes with a closer study" The high conversion factor in the 
Spanish experiment is due to the fact that the cod were about to 
spawn, the low one in the Portuguese being due to the recovering 
or recovered stage of the cod. 

A confirmation of the influence of season (stage of maturity) 
on conversion factor is found by a comparison of two Spanish 
experiments fro~ Subarea 3 in 195~o An experi~ent from 10 May 
(spawning season) with big cod (9 kg. lind. ) gave a conversion 
factor of 3.17, whereas an experiment from 14 August (recovered 
cod, 5 kg./ind.) gave a figure of only ~.50o The period in the 
hold was the same, 3 ~onths, in both cases~ 

Possible influence of length of time in the hold. 

Another considerable disagreement in results is found in 
Su~}area 1 (West-Greenland) <> Here there is a fairly good agree
~ent between the French and the Portuguese experiments, ~~46 and 
2.62 respectively" However, the Norwegian experiment, also from 
1953, gives a much higher conve~si"n factor, viz. 3.12. 

The details of these three sets of ex~erlments are as follows: 

rrance, Fylla Bank 
~9 July, fresh round 1,000 kg. - 416 spec., ~o400 kg./ind. 

kg. - conv.s. 1,,66 
kg. - conv.l. ~.46 

II 11 ,ready for sal tlng 603 
~ Oct., landed 407 

Norway, Holsteinsborg Deep 
30 July, fresh round 369 kg. -
.. II ,gutted headless 
II II ,ready for salting 
14 Aug., 15 days salting 
14 Sept. landed 

9~ spec., 4.010 kg./ind. 
~38 kg. - cony. 1.59 
~13 kg. l ) conv.s. 1.73 
1~8 kg. - conv. ~,89 
118 kg.~) conv.l. 3.1~ 

Portugal, ',ves t-Greenland, summer 
a) ~OO kg. fresh round - 87 spec., ~.300 kg./ind. 

b) 1,~00 kg. fresh r0und - 105 snec., 3.900 kg./ind. 

c) 300 kg. fresh round - 38 spec" 7.900 kg./ind. 

'i"TTh9 cOl'.cect:""un 1 or ba:.:kbone removed, '5' 0f fresh 
round weigh r ! s tllken frorn the Portur~uese reportu 

conv.s" 
conv.l. 
conv .. s. 
eonv In 
conv~s. 

cony 1 Co 

L55 
~.46 
169 
",63 
1.65 
i!.., 7;~ 

.::'. LJ"t-ipulated ,'.~· ... ~om ':IxpeJ'lence) (L'" Norwegian report (docn no. ll) 
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!1ean a, b, and c~ :O'"',VO':'c 1,,66 of}) 
" 1\ II II II con"", 1" :.:! _ 62 _ 

It 1s seen that the canv"s" variss only little from country 
to country. ~rance - 1.66, Norway, 1.73, and Portugal, 1.66. 
Here it should be noted that an experiment on cod wastage 
carried out by Dr. Figueiredo in West-Greenland (doc. 4) gave 
a convos" of 1,,73, l"eQ the same as that found in the Norwegian 
experiment, and further that Danish experiments with Greenland 
cod (Ann. Meet. 1953doc. 16) yielded a conv.s. of 1.62, very 
close to the figures found in the 1953 experiments. 

Thus the conversion factor for "ready for salting" 1s very 
much the same for all experiments in Greenland waters, the 
Norwegian includedo The high Norwegian conversion factor for 
landed cod therefore cannot be caused by a greater wastage, 
either caused by the conditions of the cod themselves or by diffe
rent dressing; it must be due to a greater loss during salting 
and keeping in the hold, meaning probably to one or more of 
the following factors: a) length of period in the hold, b) 
pressure in the pile, and c) condition and quantity of the salt, 

The reports offer no possibility of testing band c. The 
length of the period in the hold (a) was as follows: 

Norway, 30/7 - 14/9, ~6 days (1 sample) - Conv.F. 3.12 
Portugal, 58 days (var. 13-94 days, 17 samples) - Conv,F. 2.62 
France, ~9/7 - 2/10, 65 days (1 sample) - Conv.F •. ~.46 

The cod kept the shortest time in the hold thus has the 
highest conversion factoro One should have expected the opposite 
to be the case. 

Neither does a comparison of the separate samples of the 
Portuguese experiments give a definite answer to the question of 
a possible influence from the length of time in the hold: 

Greenland 
Labrador 
Newfoundland 

Days kept in hold, No. of samples in () - Conv,F. 
~3-43 (8) - d.56, 59-72 (15) - 2.62, 88-96(4) 2.75 
19-35 (4) - 3.13, 54-86 (7) - 3.08 
1~-30 (ld)- d.99, 36-53 (7) - 2.78 

For W.-Greenland there is a slight increase of conversion 
factor with number of days in hold, for the two other areas on the 
contrary a small decrease. But, as it is also stated in the 
Portuguese report, definite conclusions cannot be drawn as the 
position of the samples in the pile (the pressure) was not 
consideredo 

A comparison of the following Spanish e;{periments from Subarea 
3, 1952 (Ann. Meet. 1953, doc, 16) may throw some light on the 
question of influence of the length of time in the hold. 

a. ~o cod, 5 
caught 14 
1:, cod, 9 
cn'Jgtrc 10 

kg. per ind, 
Aug., landed 11 Nov. - 89 days - conv.1. 2" 5·0 
kg. par ind, 
May, landed 14 Aug., _ 96 days - conv.I. 3.17 
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c. Itlt cod, ~onO kgo per lnO. 
caught 30 May, landed 8 Thv, It; d.'-tys 
46 cod, c::,170 kg, pCI' 1ndn 
caught 7 Aprll, landed (- tlov( - ll-~ d;-I'J~ 

The low conver<:;10n factnr ~ 5-0 fn!' tlH-' sarrJple from 14 :l.ugust 
may well be du.e to t.he fact thl';:t thes~' cod were in the rec;)vered 
st::l.ge< The other three sa'"'1.ples from sprlnp; (spawning sl'ason) 
show Jnrdly any difference 1n t. he size of the1r conversion far'torR. 
Thus <'l prolongation of tile nf!fir)d 1n the hold from about 90 t,· 
about 160-.210 days ShClU'd !lot C:11.1se any C~l8.n!-:es in convf·r~·1on 
factc'rs~ In this connection 1 t could be noted that the Spanlsh 
Pesearch Report for 1953 (doC' K; states: liThe curing of the [1.::(-: 
during .~altlng 1n the hold was controlled, and it was observed 
that in 10 days the salted cod speci'llens lHl'ler control had 
dehydrated to the constant weight,,11 '£lllS indicates that a 
prolonged stay in the hold shoHin af!'H't nnly little the size 0[ 
the final conversion factorn 

Thus far the eXperi'TlAnts 'It hand do not offer any decisive 
evidence as to the lnrl uenee of the length of the ppriod in the 
hold on the conversion tartor 

Jl'urther it has 110t b(~en no:stbJe to f1nd any explanat10n 
why, f .1. the Horw'egian sal ted cod in only 46 days suffer a far 
bigGer loss than, f. i the r'rench cod froll the same area and the 
sa~e season in no Ipss than 6) dayso 

Thi5 differen~e 1n loss 15 considerable 
also from a purely economic p01nt of view~ 
the Norwegian vess~ls from an original catch 
fresh, round, land only 3.20 tons, the French 
less than 1t07 tons, Lee <.71. '!lore, which '!lay 
difference between a raying and a non-paying 

and of importance 
It indicates that 
of, say, 1,000 tons 
vessels, however, no 
eas11y come to the 
trip. 

Considering this it should be of interest, if n~t for the 
Commissionis statistical needs, then for the fishing industries, 
to have the conversion factor experiments continued beyond the 
landing and right until the ti'lle when the dried cod are stored 
for sa1eo This would tell us if a greater loss durinr the 
5,,1 ting and keeping in the hold would be remedied through a 
s~al1er loss during drylngo 

~uantity of salt usedo 

The quanti ty of salt used was cons idered 1n the ~ortuguese 
Report (docs. 3 and 6) > The following 15 a comparison of amounts 
of salt used in t:lC various stlmples (no~ ')1' samples in brackrts) 
and the resultine converSIon factor3~ 

W" Greenland Labrador Newfoundland 

kg.salt 18-.0(9) d-<9(6) 30.ItOU) 8··12(6) 13-<0(5) 11,5-18(9) 19'<.6(10) 
Conv.F. ..75 <c~9 <.41t .89 < 91t 3.03 l 00 

For 'N,,-Greenland the lowest factor is found for those samples 
where most salt was usedo This 1s contrary to what should be 
expr;1:-: ~ed, The result is nut confirmed by those from the two 
other a~~a~~ whpre hara!y ~ny variation 15 found between heavily 
and lightly sU:.ted sa"'lples~ Therefore not much attention can be 
p:ltd to the re.:iult.~~o A.t. rnost trley show either that salt 1s 
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France 

always used In excess, which from an e.~ol'·""lric po In.'':', of viE',] ma~ 
be worth met' ::,~ IJnlng, or that sal t from tb other parts of tr:t:. 
pile counteract a lack of ~,al t 1n the sampie in questlono 

The amount of salt uscd was not considered in any of the 
other reports 0 

~he main results of the co~parison of the reports on 
conversion factors for cod landed by European vessels fishing in 
the Convention Area are: 

1. The conversion factors found vary considerably, from 
~.46 to 3.53. The following scheme gives the conversion 
factors found 1n the experiments from 1952 and 1953, 
added are a few, partly older, observations from Canadao 
The underlined figures give the conversion factor from 
landed to fresh,round, the not underlined gives the 
corresp'onding ones from "ready for sal tingl1 (split cod) 
to fresh,roundo 

Subarea 

1 " 3 4 Mean 

recG 1 ~.46-1066 ~-1.67 ~-1.67 

Used in 
1952 
Stat. 

Norway rec. .:bll-l. 73 .l ... l'H·73 N~ 
Portugal 

~-1.73 rec .. ~-1.67 .l..Ql-1.80 ~-1.72 J?..iQ 
Spain sp. ~~~ .. 3.08-1.71 1. 1 .' -1. 2 2.50 

ree. 
Denmark tit) 
Canada 

Mean 

rec. 
:( ?) 

~-1.62 
~-l.63 ~ ~-1.67 

~-1.62 
• 0-1.65 

~1.67 1LQl-1.80 ~1.69 ~-1.67 ~-l.69 

The variations are considerable even within one and the 
same country and one and the same subareao 

~ 

2.· The conversion factor found from "ready for salting" (spl1t 
co~ to fresh,round varies by far less than that from the 
landed stage, 

ready for salt1ng, L61-1.8~, mean 1.69, var. 0.21 or 12:' of m, 
landed ,038-3,,53. mean '.8~, var. 1.15 or 41~ of '110 

This indicates that it will be much easier to arrive to a 
relidble fac;tor for 1IT'E.:ady for salting" than for landed, 
and that such a fact.r.:' when used will give more accurate 
catch statistics. It is therefore worth to consider to 
use records on weights of "ready for sal ting" wherever they 
s ~ -'Ci l_U be available and to aim at procuring such records ~ 
\': e!~ :'oss1bleo 

1) As 1';--r as pr').3.:;;tule the Co!\'r~rsion factors are given separately 
[':iT c,').] ~augh·. ',I."~rin"-, (11' near to -':he snawning season -sp~- and for 
c'·.rl C'.t·,' ,iH :'~!'JHr in t,ll€' year -rec.,-, ~s recovering or recovered" 
G) fo'Hr,~ ::S~ L· .. n·...llng~ 0 
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30 Size (lnd:vldual length or weight) does not seem to 
influence the conversion factor in any appreciable degree~ 

4. The stage of maturity (spawning or recovered cod) Influ~ 
enees the factor considerablyu 

5. The French and Portuguese experi~ents show a somewhat 
higher conversion factor for Subarea 3 than for Subarea L, 

6. The small variation of the conversion factor "ready for 
salting" shows, a) that the way of dressing of the cod 1s 
about the same in the various fishing fleets, and b) that 
the percentage of wasted parts 1s nearly the same for the 
various cod populatlonso 

For some countries we still lack experiments on conversion 
factors for the Convent1on Area o For others there are only a 
single or very few experiments at hand 0 For the two countries 
(Portugal and Spain) who have reported the most extensive 
researches the separate figures vary very much, and the reasons 
for these variations can as yet only be partly explained o 

For these reasons it is evident that the experiments should 
be continuedo 

With the great variations found even in experiments within 
the same fishing fleet and the same subarea and year (cfrQ the 
Portuguese reoorts, docs. 3 and 6) it is obviously a lengthy 
procedure to arrive at a reliable average~ 

Therefore it would be advisable to investigate more closely 
why the conversion factors found varyo This means that the 
conditions (size, maturity) of the cod used should be examined 
and stated, as well as the conditions working .on the cod during 
curing (length of period in hold, pressure, position in pile, 
salt). Experiments should be carried out not in bulk only, but 
also individually. 

In reporting on experiments the details should be recorded 
in order that the results can be compiled and duly compared for 
mutual controlo 

The question that arises in this connection is, what con
version factors to usc in the meantlme o Fro~ the table above it 
is seen that the figures now in use fall somewhat below those 
found by the new experiments. Obviously an adjustment, at any 
rate for the European fishing fleet, of the figure fro~ the ca. 
2.,0 now used to around 2.80 would give a more true picture of 
the catches 1n our areso However, changes of conversion factors 
render the comparison of statistics from one yaar to another 
difficult, therefore it could be considered to keep the factors 
now in use, pending more final adjustments through further 
experiments 0 

Erik M, Poulsen 
executive 3ecretaryo 
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f. 
L • . *. I • . , • 

r"s. . ... ,. 

S. 
conv 1.!-L-L...L...J--:;lL.5..J.....L..L--'-,Z:!--<--'-..J.....'-:2:L.5--'-, ........... ~-=!3,-'----'---''---',3:;.1.5--'
fact. 

Fig. 1. Range of variations of 
experiments by ~anada, 
and Spain. 

conversion factors in 
Denmark, France, Portugal, 

s. Co~v~fn ready for 
1.-5. Conv.fo landed 
1. Conv.fo landed to 

salting to fresh, round 
to ready for salting 
fresh, roundG 

,~ ~ 
conv. ~ (on v. L :' ': • \ 

f. It i\ It ~~ )ft l 

3.o~----I\-"- -J" -- -k l' ~ \c--;.,/ 0~r! J 

1\ I 'XI 'r ~ '\c," \, ~' 
x'x I,' • / )( ')(~I- * 

\/~ .J. \(' : )t 
x I I I I 

I I • * 
X '. ~f\. 
~ .. /W-,-~ .. 2.0 

(OTlV. s. 

1.0 

SQmpr.s W.- GTeen[a.nd Newfou.nd(Clnd 

Fig.2. Variation of conversion factors for cod from 
"read), for salting to fresh, round (conv. s. ), 
and from landed to fresh, round (conv.l.). 
For conv.so each. indicates a sample, for 
conv.l. each x indicates a sample. Portuguese 
experiments 1953 in Subarea 1 (W. Greenland), 
Subarea ~ (Labrador) and Subarea 3 (Newfoundland). 
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